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The ymbolism ofman b j a square is not nen- idea: i t is implicit er-en
i n theform ofhis bo+ for f a man stand u-ithfeet together and arms
outspread, he u d l define the limits o f a square, his height being equal
to his reach; and $ thus standing, he swings his torso hay-way
around, he will have inscribed himself within an imaginay cubefor i t is as Kepler s q s , "Artjiul nature has given to the most perfect
animal the same six limits as the cube has, most pefectb marked. . .
Man himseyis, as i t were, a cube."
-Claude Bragdon, The New Image, "Man: the Magic Square"

'

In 1913 the Russian-born Petr Uspensky (1 878- 1947) departed for
Egypt and I n h a inC'searchof the miraculous" after having read Claude
Bragdon's Man the Square (191 2), a parable about the fourth dimension
that through the analogy of the square's two dimensions to the cube's
three-dimensions discusses the relations hi^ between archetv~alman's
indwelling personal consciousness to the higher-dimensional archetypal
world's divine consciousness. Although Bragdon does not specifically
use the terminology, this parable is about achieving cosmic consciousness.
Uspensky was a journalist and occult writer who had inherited
mathematical talents from his father. In 1908 he began extensively
reading Theosophical and occult literature and he published h s first
book on the fourth dimension in 1910. Coincidentally, Claude Bragdon
was also interested inTheosophy, so much so that he began and ended
Man the Square with quotations byTheosophy's founder, Helena Petrovna
Blavatsky (1 83 1- 189 I ) , a Russian-born kmigrk to the United States.'
After Uspensky's return from the East, he corrected and supplemented
h s 191 1 book Tertium Organum and republished this second Russian
ehtion in 1915, w h c h subsequently found its way into Bragdon's hands
in 1918. Together with Nicholas Bessaraboff, Bragdon translated Tertium
Organum into E n g l i ~ h .In~ Tertium Organum Uspensky weaves together
the mathematical logic of a space of four, or more, hmensions with
notions of achieving "cosmic consciousness"' and h s mystical, occult and
eastern phlosophi;al sources ofTaoism, Hinduism and Buddhsm are
readilvJ amarent.
1 1
It has been well-documented that the ideas of Uspensky sigdcantly
influenced the Russian avant-garde, especially through his book Tertium
Organum, which was read by both Cubists and Futuristsi and excerpts
certainlv
would have been read bv Kazimir M a l e ~ i c h .Malevich
~
may
J
have even attended one of Uspensky's many public lecture^.^ In Tertium
Organum Uspensky challenges the artist to be clairvoyant: to see beyond
the archetypal phenomenal world into the hgher-dimensional world of
~--~

~

il

the noumenal. According t o Uspensky, the noumenon is the hidden
meaning and the hidden function of a thing that is reflected on earth as
a phenomenon: a two-dunensional image of something three-dunensional.
To Uspensky the"sou1 of the artist" has the ability t o understand andfeel
the reflection of the noumenon in the phenomenon. To Uspensky, the
artist ". . . must see that which others do not see: he must be amagician,
must possess the power to make others see that which they do not
themselves see, but which he does see."8
In the 1914 edition of Uspensky's Fourth Dimension he criticized
Cubism and Futurism for misinterpreting his words by creating works
that he believed t o be the "falsification" of the ideas of the fourth
dunension and he was outraged that these artists claimed to have attained
a new vision of the world.9 The art to which Uspensky referred seems
t o be the motion-oriented works of late 1912 and the Cubo-Futurist
paintings of 1913. It seems that the object-oriented paintings of
simultaneous views or objects in motion interpreted too literally the
notion of seeing that w h c h others do not see, very much like the time
and motion photographc studies of Muybridge and Marey captured
what couldn't been seen by the naked eye. Later in Tertium Organum
Uspensky writes, "Art in its highest manifestations is a path t o cosmic
consci~usness."'~
This type of art could only be successful t o Uspensky,
then, if it were the manifestation of a four-hmensional vision, which
could not occur in nature but only as a mental operation of the mind's
eye.
It has not been documented that Malevich r e s ~ o n d e ddirectly t o
Uspensky's challenge of clairvoyancy for the artist, however, in his
book The hTon-ObjectiveWorld he seems t o provide a direct rebuttal to
Uspensky's criticism. Malevich criticizes Cubism for standing "at the
edge of the culture of Cezanne" and Futurism as "pointing toward abstract
Suprematism ."I1 In
art" and bordering "on a new culture-non-objective
other words, both Cubism and Futurism were steps along the way, but
neither art form had reached the "new culture" because neither were a
"new reality" but were simply reflections of nature, or what can be seen
by the eye. According t o Malevich, "the artist who creates rather than
imitates expresses himself"2 through creating a new reality that is not
based on what can be seen in nature, but is based on what the artist feels.
To Malevich the h s t i n p i s h n g characteristic wasfeeling: "Feeling is the
determining factor. . . and thus a r t arrives at non-objective
representation-at
S ~ ~ r e m a t i s m . "To
' ~Uspensky, it was because of

the artist's ability t ofeel that the artist could see the reflection of the
noumenon and (re)present it as a phenomenon. Malevich equated
feeling with the non-objective square.''
Why the square? Malevich's answer was, "The suprematist square
and the forms ~ r o c e e d qout of it can be likened to the primitive
marks (symbols) of aboriginal man which represented, in their
combination, not ornament but a feeling of rhythm."'' To Malevich,
rhythm was related to feeling. Malevich was also very familiar with
Theosophy and may have come across Man the Squarein a way similar to
the way Uspensky &d. If he was influenced by Bragdon, then in choosing
the square he could equate the three: feeling, man and square.
Then why did Bragdon choose the square? For example, why not
the pentagon7 The human form has five appendages, head, arms and
legs, and relates well t o the star pentagram, which is a much more
interesting shape. The human form also fits well w i t h n the circle. In
Man the Square Bragdon begins by quoting previous sources: Kepler16
and H. P. Blavatsky,17who corroborate the relationship between the
square and the human form and legitimate Bragdon's reasoning behlnd
his choice of the square. However, even prior to Kepler, the square has
always represented the earthly. If one looks t o the ancient Chinese Lo
Shu, then the use of the square as the shape to best represent the
iconology of the macrocosm of the universe in the microcosm of the
body begins to make more sense.
j g u r e 2 . Claude Bragdon, Frozen Fountain, 1932
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For example, in the second century BC when the Lo Shu (figure 1)
was used as a means of divination it had been referred to as the "Nine
Halls Calculation." In the sixth century AD, the Taoist ChCn Luan
explained t h s reference by the quotation, "2 and 4 make the shoulders,
6 and 8 make the feet; 3 is at the left, 7 is at the right; 9 is worn on the
head and 1 is underfoot [literally: trodden by the shoes]; whde 5 dwells
at the center" (figure 2). This mnemonic means of ciphering the order
of the numbers of the magic square of three referred t o a person, and
most likely to a man or god considered as a microcosm of the universe."
The number five was i m ~ o r t a nbecause
t
it was located at the center. or
navel of this cosmic man, which is also the location of the mythical axis
rnuna5.

In his 1923 essay, "Contemporary Art," Malevich wrote that the
cube symbolized the fuller "six-sided" perception of loolung forward,
backward, left, right, upward and down: "The new phenomenon or
measure is a technological means for carrying out, not private trade,
not three-dimensional, imitative art, but four-dimensional; not on three,
but on six planes, not a half-cubic, but a cubic form, t h s will be the new
realism of our time."I9 Accorduy to Bragdon in Man the Square, the
sauare
is iust the Iheno omen on of man's Higher
Self the noumenon:
I
0
"The cube is the true individual, of u h c h the square is but a single
illusory and inadequate image."'' The true individual is one's higher,
cubic self who is one with divine consciousness or in Malevich's terms
has "six-sided" perception. The true indwidual is isometric (figure 3).

figure 3 . Claude Bragdon, Frozen Fountam, 1932

In Man the Square Bragdon advises you t o live "uprightJv" and in "so
doing you will make vertical and parallel the axes of your higher, or
cube bodies."" Coincidentally, Malevich's musician and painter friend
Mikhail Matiushin (1 86 1- 1934) sensed that he "created a new Irection"
that went from him "ahead into infinity." Accordme
" t o Matiushin, this
line had not yet appeared in the human consciousness'%ecause aperson's
body up until now was the boundary for the lines ofthe t h d dunension,
from front t o back, just as the earth is the boundary for a line down
from above. I abolish that boundary, and create a &;ection-line going
through me t o the back, through the earth and through my antipode
toward a tar."'^ From these descriptions, it seems that Matiushin was
referring t o an axis rnundi penetrating the navel and extending t o mfinity,
and Bragdon was referring t o an axis rnundi running vertically through

the spine central t o the isometric inhvidual, both of which in relation t o
the cube have an embodied iconology found within yet another ancient
Chinese device: the ts'ung, or Earth Symbol (figure 4).

consciousness that signifies the starting-point of the unfolding of
consciousness, as well as the last point of its ultimate integration. This
point is called bindu, is represented literally as a point, and is generally
placed at the center of t h e j a r ~ t r a . ~In
' tantric tradition theyantra is a
visual tool used for meditation that serves as a representation of some
personification or aspect of the divine, and is a pure geometric form
without any iconographc representation.16 What is strilung about
Malevich's The Black Square is that its image has qualities similar t o the
tantra illustration from the 17"' century entitled Pure Conscience (figure
6 ) , among others.

figure 1. lade Chlnese ts'ung

The ts'ung is externally cubic and internally tubular, which makes it
open from below upwards and from above downwards as a channel for
the Way or the tao. The ts'ung is made from yellow jade (yellow the
color for the element earth), which stands for immortality. The ts'ung
is intended to receive a spiritual tree, or axis mundi. In funerary rites,
the ts'ung is placed on the navel and the body is oriented t o the compass
points, so that the whole body is enclosed in what is called the"bri1liant
cube." The intention is to provide the deceased with a new and crystalline
cosmic body of light. InTaoist trahtion, in simulating death, the initiation
rite gives birth to the "new man,"called the "Diamond Body," who is a
t r a n s f o r m e d b e i n g s e t f r e e f r o m t h e limitations of h u m a n
inh~idualization.~'
In other words, a person who has become one with
the universal and has acheved cosmic consciousness.

figure 6. Tantro, Pure Conscience, I 7* centug.

What was curious about t h s exhlbition was that The Black Square was
hung near the ceiling diagonally across one corner of the exhibition
space (figure 7). This position is the trahtional place for the display of
icons in the Russian home (figure 8), the k r q ? ugol (fair corner), often
the back right corner of the reception or dining
The ultimate
example of Russian iconic tradition was the Spas nerukolvornji, which
was the imprint of Jesus' face o n w h t e linen and the first icon t o be
hung in the corner. The Spas n e r u k o l v ~ r n was
~ i considered to present a
higher noumenal reality, or a representation of Christ's Higher Self.
This coincides with Uspensky's definition of the phenomenal as being
the image of the noumenal. Later in 1922 Malevich wrote,"There are
however, no icons on which the saint is a zero. The essence of God,
however, is the zero-sal~ation."'~The Black Square, however, was
exhibited as an icon that represented the essence of God as zero, bindu,
or the beginning and end of the expansion of cosmic consciousness.
Malevich later wrote that ". . . The corner symbolizes that there is no
other path t o perfection except for the path into the corner."29

figure 5 , K o ~ ~ m Molel
l r lch, The Black Square, 191 3

In 1915 Malevich exhibited h s painting The Black Square (figure 5)
at the "0.10. Last Futurist Exhibition" held in Petrograd. In the brochure
that accompanied the exhlbition he declared, "I have transformed myself
in the zero ofform. . ."I4 In the eastern spiritual tradition ofTantra, the
mathematical point of zero dimension is a representation of

figure 7. Kozlmlr Maleilch, 0.10. Last Futurist Exhibition, Petrogrod, 1935
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jigure 8. Ivan Petronch Vol'ski~ (181 7-68), Russian Living Room with an Icon Corner

A contemporary of Malevich's was the priest, Fr. Pave1 Florensky
(1 882- 1943) who wrote at about the same time as Malevich that the
"essence of a human being is the image of
This concurs with
both Bragdon's notion in Man the Square that man is the two-dmensional
reflection, or image, of h s higher cubic self and Uspensky's definition
of the phenomenon as the two-dimensional image of the threedimensional noumenon. According to Florensky, the icon was the outline
of a "heavenly vision" that "because its outline coincides with a spiritual
vision. is that vision w i t h n our cons~iousness."~~
The icon, then, is an
outline of the vision and not an imitative representation of it. If the icon
is"more than itself in becoming for us an image of a heavenly vision or
less than itself in failing t o open our consciousness to the world be ond
our senses-then
it is merely a board with some paint o n it."' To
Florensky, the icon should be a tool that could be used to expand one's
consciousness to encompass the &vine. Although he doesn't specifically
state it. his words could be i n t e r1 ~ r e t e dt o mean that an icon could be
similar to ayantra. What Florensky doesn't talk about is the viewer's
participation with the icon in the expansion of consciousness.
Malevich reduces the Russian icon t o The Black Square on a white
field, which represented the void.j3 This void represented the celestial
void of the "blue lampshade of the firmament," the sky comprised of all
colors in the spectrum of the rainbow in unity, or the white light of the
divine. 'I3+ My acquaintance with icon painting convinced me that the
point is not in the study of anatomy and perspective, not in depicting the
truth of nature, but in sensing art and artistic reality through the
emotions. In other words, I saw that reality or subject matter is
somethng to be transformed into an ideal form arising from the depths
of aesthetic^."?^
The Black Square = feeling. It was an icon, an ideal form that was the
absence of all color, or a zero. Tantra regards vibration as a primary
cosmogenic element which gives rise t o all structures: as movement
increases, form is condensed into a whole, w h c h is represented as a
mathematical 1~ o i nof
t zero &memion. In tantric tradition the vantra is
used as a machine t o stimulate inner visualization. When the bindu
begins t o evolve, the primary geometric shape is set into motion and
form becomes more uferentiated while multiple spaces interpenetrate,
overlap, collide and generate energy in this process of inner spatial
visualization. The &agrams of tantra could be described as ideal forms
that remesent the immobilization of the ~ r i m o r & a lvibrations of the
expanion and contraction of forces in the ongoing process of creation.j6
Like the,rantra, Malevich's icon was dependent on the viewer's powers
of visualization, or archtectural i m a p a t i o n .
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